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functional & stylish furniture for

YOUR WORKSPACE  
& HOME OFFICE
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furniture design for your

Inspired by Choice.

workspace, home 
office, and more.

Fashionable, stylish, functional office furniture. 
Create the workspace of your dreams with our vast 

range of seating, tables, desks and workstations, 
reception counters, and more.



AMELIA HADY

Fun, modern, and fully customizable 
- sure to brighten up the office, 
reception, and more.

Tailored to suit your needs with 
custom fabrics and four unique  
base options.

Stylish, versatile, comfortable. Seating options to suit any office space.

seating SOFT SEATING



neo ETON MARTINA

Custom fabrics and two contemporary 
base options add your own unique 
touch to your office space.

Make a statement with its tall,  
unique shape.

Elegance and class available in more 
than 20 colours. 
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Comfort for clients and customers with contemporary designs.

seating SOFT SEATING



fly MEG

Stylish and sturdy - the perfect multi-
purpose chair. Optional seat pads, 
arms, and castors available for full 
versatility.

With fibreglass reinforcement the 
MEG is the ultimate in durability  
and style.

Versatility and durability for every job.

Acrylic Seating



Acrylic Seating

EXTREME

LUNA ENVY

MAXIM

Available in simple matte black or 
white, with the versatility to suit  
any space. 

Simple and clean comfort - comes with 
a plush seat pad available in  
custom colours.

Generously sized, stackable, and 
linkable, perfect for any and all 
settings around the workplace.

Linkable and stackable to suit 
conferences, lecture settings, and 
much more.
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METRO II MOTION SYNC

A bestseller -  adjustment capabilites 
add to already excellent comfort  
and quality.

An innovative and ergonomic build to 
make those long days a little  
bit easier.

Maximum comfort for the daily grind.

Office and Executive Chairs



Office and Executive Chairs

ROMA KHYBER

EAMES REPLICA i00

Adjustable and customizable in  
all ways - tailor the ROMA to  
truly suit you.

Tall, sleek, and streamlined with  
genuine high-grade leather to  
make the ultimate impression.  
Exclusive to McGreals.

A recreation of the well-loved classic, 
with all of its comfort and superior 
good looks. 

Intuitive and superior comfort with 
just one touch - no complicated 
buttons and levers here.  
Exclusive to McGreals.
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CUBIT ANVIL

The ultimate modern and 
minimalistic desking solution.

Sophistication combined with  
heavy-duty structure. 

Form and function to help you make the most of your day.

Desks and Workstations



Desks and Workstations
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ASPIRE BALANCE

ebony SIENNA

Achieve a high-class, executive look 
with a strong American Oak finish.

Easily extendable and reconfigurable 
to suit any workspace.

Strong, dark, built to last. Perfect for 
those long hours.

Subtly and smartly unconventional 
design that gets the job done.



anvilAgile

balance summit

Smart and sturdy construction  
to withstand different  
work environments. 

Available in various height settings, 
styles, and configurations - truly lives 
up to its name.

Highly versatile with any number  
of configurations - the ultimate  
pod system.

The perfect balance between 
collaboration and focused solo work - 
height adjustment features add  
extra versatility.

modular systems
Open-plan workplace solutions to suit your team’s ideal working style.

POD SYSTEMS



zipwave

team shell

Focus in style in this fun modular 
workstation. Available in models for 
up to six people.

Funky and colourful booths for up  
to four people.

The perfect workstation for a focused 
and on-task dream team. Seats four.

Eye-catching and unique with ample 
privacy and soundproofing.

Dare to be different with these fun, fresh, and functional workstations. 

modular systems
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POD SYSTEMS



oslo luca

Scandinavian design meets Kiwi 
ingenuity in this ultra-modern  
bar table.

Heavy-duty, long-lasting  
designer looks.

A cool and contemporary, multi-functional twist on traditional office spaces.

Bar Leaners and Stools



Bar Leaners and Stools

tate LUNA

liberty industry

Simple steel construction and finish - 
works wonderfully in any setting.

Simply minimalist with top-notch 
ergonomic design. Available in black 
or white with custom colour seat pads.

Contemporary colour choices and fin-
ishes for a cutting-edge look. Custom 
upholstered seat pad available.

Cool, simple, and colourful. Also 
available as a kitchen stool or  
a low stool.
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Executive furniture for making executive decisions.

Meeting and Board Tables

fly oslo

Simplistic structure built for 
sturdiness and stability.

Two unique shapes and two high-
quality finishes to choose from 
- customize the OSLO’s style to suit 
your own.



Meeting and Board Tables
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eona ebony

UR CARBON NEUTRAL team flip

For the business that likes to keep 
things green -  100% recycled 
aluminium and steel construction.

Strong, dark oak to command 
attention and keep your team focused.

Ultra-contemporary and ultra-
versatile with stacking and table-
linking mechanisms.

Easy one-hand flip mechanism allows 
for super-simple storage.



cubit Cupboard MASCOT Tambour

Simple, clean, everything you need for 
a stylish storage solution.

Sizable and secure with versatile, 
adjustable shelves. Add a planter box 
(pictured) for a nice, natural touch. 

Maximise, organize, and make the most out of your office space.

storage options



storage options
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CUBIT caddyMODE MOBILE

cuba credenza ebony bookcase

Keep your clutter out of sight behind 
the CUBIT’s modern and 
minimalistic exterior.

Minimalistic style and functional 
storage perfect for the workplace.

Heavy-duty storage capacity behind 
its refined exterior and classy, high-
contrast colour scheme.

Keep your books, files and folders 
in order with this tall, dark, and 
handsome piece.



MALLORCA PALERMO

Create a welcoming atmosphere with 
light and airy natural wood and  
clean white accents.

Lighten things up and welcome your 
guests to a bright and inviting space.

Make a lasting first impression with our range of made-to-order reception furniture.

RECEPTION



RECEPTION

koncept EBONY

lara Cubit

Simple and clean for a sophisticated 
first impression.

Command attention with deep, dark 
wood and touches of sleek silver.

Natural, rustic wood with a touch of 
avant-garde style and just a little hint 
of flash.

A highly modern look with crisp 
chrome lines and stark white.
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carlo debello

Simple and smart, straight-up style. 
Also available as a two-seater couch.

Sharp and angular - minimalist looks 
with maximum comfort.

 Smart and sublime, customizable seating for stunning reception areas.

 Reception Seating



jazz quattro

milton ROMANO

A square and funky style for that 
unique edge.

A sleek, classic look with a modern 
twist. Also available as a  
two-seater couch. 

Fashionable and outstanding  
design available in single  
and double-seating.

A perfect reception or breakout  
piece with its clean aesthetic and  
top quality comfort.
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 Reception Seating



block stem

Pictured: just a few of the possible 
arrangements of our fun, bright 
BLOCK seating.

Clever, contemporary, and 
certainly extraordinary - 
push the limits of your office 
space style.

Funky, highly customizable styles to push the limits of your comfort zone.

Modular and Booth Seating 



Modular and Booth Seating 

star loop

disc CAPE

Express your creative and colourful 
side with custom-coloured upholstery 
and unique form.

For the ultimate energetic and  
innovative workspace.

Switch things up with the DISC’s 
curvy and bubbly form. Available in 
five vibrant and highly modern  
colour schemes.

Keeps your workspace creative and 
vibrant while keeping you on-task. 
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Follow us on:

Facebook: McGrealsOfficeFurniture  
Instagram: @mcgreals_furniture

Remember to check in-store or online for our full 
stylish range of office furniture.

369 Khyber Pass Road, New Market
Ph: 09 307 5290
Fax: 09 307 5291
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